In mid-1994, a new speech processing strategy termed SPEAK, was introduced for the Nucleus Spectra-22 cochlear prostheses. To compare benefits in implanted children changing to the SPEAK strategy, speech perception in a group of twelve children from Melbourne and Sydney was evaluated. The children were assessed in quiet and in background noise. The study involved four initial assessments using MPEAK, then eight evaluations at three-week intervals using SPEAK, and a final repeat evaluation with MPEAK. Mean scores on both open-set words and sentence materials were significantly higher with SPEAK in both quiet and background noise. All twelve children preferred the sound of the SPEAK strategy, and elected to continue to use it clinically. Subsequently, six of the children have been reassessed after 12 months and 18 months of experience with SPEAK. Mean scores showed continued improvement, particularly for tests in background noise. The results confirm those reported for experienced adult implant users, and suggest that children would benefit from changing to the SPEAK speech processing strategy.
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